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Abstract—A new soft handoff analysis for hierarchical code-di-
vision multiple-access (CDMA) cellular systems is presented.
Hierarchical cellular architectures have been proposed to increase
cellular system capacity and flexibility. In order to extend such
architectures to CDMA-based systems, the performance of soft
handoff in hierarchical architectures must be considered. We first
develop an analytical method for studying the interference in
hierarchical CDMA cellular systems. We then apply the obtained
results to a soft handoff analysis model to study the performance
of soft handoff in hierarchical architectures. It is observed that
dynamic handoff parameter assignment, where parameters are
dynamically adjusted according to given interference conditions,
offers a more efficient handoff mechanism than fixed handoff
parameter assignment.

Index Terms—Active set, carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR),
code-division multiple access (CDMA), hierarchical architectures,
macrocell, microcell, soft handoff.

NOMENCLATURE

Link gain between aN MS located at and BS .
Gaussian distributed shadowing factor.
Probability that aN MS in cell is connected to BS

given its location .
Signal contribution to BS from MSs located in cell
.

Total interference power received at BS .
Total interference power received at the microcell.
Interference power ratio between BS and the
microcell.
Interference contribution to BS from th MS lo-
cated in cell and connected to BS .
Active set membership at epoch .
Probability that BS is in active set at epoch .
BS in active set that minimizes the MS transmit
power.
Probability that BS is added to active set at epoch

.
Probability that BS is dropped from active set at
epoch .
Handoff error probability at epoch .
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I. INTRODUCTION

SOFT handoff has a special importance in code-division
multiple-access (CDMA) cellular systems due to its close

relationship to power control. CDMA cellular systems are
interference-limited, meaning that their capacities are closely
related to the amount of interference they can tolerate. The
fundamental idea behind power control is to restrain mobile
stations (MSs) and base stations (BSs) from transmitting more
power than is necessary in order to limit excess interference.
With power control, each MS (or BS) is disciplined to transmit
just enough power to meet the target carrier-to-interference
ratio (CIR) level. However, in order for power control to work
properly, the system must ensure that each MS is connected to
the BS having the least path attenuation at all times; otherwise,
a positive feedback problem can destabilize the entire system.
Soft handoff ensures that each MS is served by the best BS a
majority of the time, by allowing connections to multiple BSs
with macroscopic selection diversity.

Hierarchical cellular architectures consisting of overlaid
macrocells and underlaid microcells have been proposed
[3]–[8]. Such architectures are attractive since they can boost
system capacity on a per need basis; macrocells can cover
large areas with low traffic densities, whereas microcells can
cover small areas with high traffic densities. When extending
hierarchical system architectures to CDMA based systems, it
is important to understand corresponding soft handoff behavior
that results from deploying such architectures. As mentioned
above, soft handoff has great impact on CDMA cellular system
performance/capacity, and studying its performance in hierar-
chical architectures can provide crucial information on how the
system performance can be optimized. Velocity-based handoff
schemes, where fast moving MSs are assigned to microcells
while slow moving MSs are assigned to microcells, have been
proposed [1], [2]. Such schemes can reduce the number of
handoffs. However, they may not be suitable for hierarchical
CDMA architectures that share the same spectrum in all hier-
archical layers, since the interlayer interference can increase
sharply. Several studies have been performed on hierarchical
CDMA architectures [3]–[8] but none contains an extensive
study on soft handoff performance. In [6], the authors suggest a
macrodiversity power control scheme which essentially places
the entire system traffic in soft handoff mode. Such schemes
increase the system performance at the expense of increased
handoff signaling overhead and infrastructure cost. The focus
of this paper is to devise a new analytical method for studying
soft handoff in hierarchical CDMA architectures, whose results
can be used to optimize the soft handoff parameters and, hence,
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maximize the system capacity while minimizing the handoff
signaling overhead.

This paper focuses on the reverse link performance of hi-
erarchical CDMA cellular systems. Our analytical approach is
divided into two main parts; interference analysis and handoff
analysis. We introduce an interference analysis whose emphasis
is on CIR performance and interference imbalance of hierar-
chical CDMA systems. Introducing microcell(s) to an existing
macrocell layer causes an interference imbalance between the
layers which can greatly impact the overall system performance.
Therefore, it is important to characterize the interference in hier-
archical CDMA architectures, and our analysis provides a tool
for studying the performance under soft handoff. The second
part of this paper introduces a handoff analysis method similar to
those proposed in [9] and [10], where a moving MS is tracked to
determine its soft handoff active set membership. Such analysis
is useful for determining cell boundaries and overall handoff ef-
ficiencies for a given set of handoff parameters. The studies in
[9] and [10] are limited to single MS and are not accurate when
the interference is taken into account. We develop a new soft
handoff model to study the performance of soft handoff in the
presence of interference. We accomplish this by augmenting a
user tracking handoff model with the results obtained from our
interference analysis. The resulting model is an excellent and ac-
curate tool for studying the impact of soft handoff parameters on
soft handoff performance measures such as handoff error prob-
ability and average active set membership. Yet, it is simple to
implement and computationally efficient. The paper also studies
the effect of dynamic handoff parameter assignment where the
handoff parameters are dynamically adjusted based on the given
interference conditions. It is observed that dynamic parameter
assignment offers a more efficient soft handoff mechanism than
fixed assignment by reducing unnecessary soft handoff over-
head.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we describe our models and corresponding analysis for
interference and soft handoff. In Section III, our numerical and
analytical results are presented and compared. This paper is con-
cluded with some final remarks in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ANALYSIS

Our channel model accounts for shadow fading and path loss
due to distance.1 The link gain between an MS located at
and BS is

(1)

where is the distance between the MS and BS , is the
path loss exponent, and 10 is the shadowing component
with log-normal distribution

(2)

1One can incorporate Rayleigh/Nakagami fading into our analysis by using
a log-normal approximation for the composite log-normal Rayleigh/Nakagami
distribution [11].

where is the shadow standard deviation. Therefore,
also has log-normal distribution

(3)

Since our analysis involves a multicell system, our propagation
model also accommodates shadow correlation between the mul-
tiple BS links

(4)

A. Interference Analysis

Our system model consists of three macrocells and single
microcell embedded within the macrocell layer as shown in
Fig. 1. Our analysis can easily be extended to system models
with larger cell deployments. The macrocells and microcell
both use omnidirectional BS antennas. The microcell location
is specified by the distance and angle with respect to
BS 1. Each macrocell area contains MSs, and the microcell
area contains MSs. The MSs are assumed to be uniformly
distributed within each cell area. It is important to realize
that the MSs located within a macro- or microcell area are
not necessarily served by the BS located at the center of that
macro- or microcell. Moreover, our model is not restricted
to uniform macrocells either. Different MS densities within
the macrocells can be realized by assigning different values
of to the macrocells and, likewise, by assigning different
values of to the microcells should there be more than one
microcell. The purpose of this paper is to develop a model for
evaluating the effects of interference imbalance on soft handoff
performance. The introduction of the microcell in Fig. 1 will
introduce interference imbalance into the overall system. Ad-
ditional interference imbalance can be introduced by assigning
different values of to the macrocells as well. However, for
exemplary purposes, we will assume that each macrocell area
contains uniformly distributed MSs.

Suppose that each MS connects to the BS that provides the
least attenuation link. Given the location of an MS and in
Cell 1, the probability that the MS is connected to BS is

(5)

where erfc . Therefore, the probability
of an MS in Cell 1 being connected to BS is

(6)

where is the macrocell radius. Similarly, we can calculate
, , and for the MSs located in different cells.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical system model.

It may be argued that (5) is not representative of CDMA sys-
tems that employ power control and soft handoff. For these sys-
tems, an MS will connect to the BS that minimizes the transmit
power required to achieve a target CIR. Looking at this another
way, if an MS were to transmit with fixed power , it would
connect to the BS that provides the largest CIR. Hence, under
the assumption of ideal soft handoff, (5) becomes

CIR CIR

(7)

We will show in Section III-C that, in terms of our handoff anal-
ysis, there is barely any difference between the two approaches.
Moreover, our results will show that handoff errors sometimes
occur where MSs fail to connect to their ideal BSs. So an anal-
ysis based on ideal soft handoff is really an approximation as
well. For these reasons, we will continue with our interference
analysis based on (5). In the sequel, our approach will be justi-
fied by extending our analysis to ideal soft handoff, using (7) in
place of (5).

The total reverse link signal power received by BS is equal
to the sum of contributions from MSs located in different cells

(8)

Fig. 2. Soft handoff parameters and corresponding handoff region.

where is the signal contribution to BS from MSs located
in cell . With the introduction of a microcell, the level of inter-
ference that each BS experiences will be uneven. Let be
the interference power ratio between BS and the microcell

(9)
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Assuming a uniform CIR requirement and perfect power con-
trol, the signal power that is received from a MS connected to
BS must satisfy

(10)

where is the power-controlled received power level of a MS
connected to the microcell, which is used as a reference. There-
fore

(11)

We now investigate the signal contributions from MSs in the
same cell, but connected to different BSs. Let ( ) be the
number of MSs in cell (microcell) connected to BS

(12)

We define as a vector containing

(13)

Let us consider as an example. Given

(14)

where is the interference contribution to BS from
the th MS located in cell and connected to BS . Under the
assumption of perfect power control

(15)

The cumulative distribution function of for all ,
, is then

MS is connected to BS

(16)

Since is a nonnegative random variable, its expected
value and the second moment are given as follows:

(17)

where Var . Then, given ,
the mean and variance of are

Var Var

Var

(18)

The are binomial random variables with parameters .
Applying the chain rule of probability

(19)

where

Var

(20)
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Similarly, we can calculate the means and variances of ,
, and . Therefore

Var Var Var Var Var

Var Var (21)

We can model as either a Gaussian or log-normal random
variable [12]. Subsequently, we can compute the characteristics
of , , and . We run our analysis in the following iterative
steps.

1) Set .
2) Compute means and variances of , ,
, and .

3) Compute .
4) Set .
5) Goto Step 2).

We have experimentally verified that less than 15 iteration
loops are needed to converge on the . Then the reverse link
CIR becomes

CIR (22)

B. Soft Handoff Analysis

In CDMA-based systems, each BS transmits a pilot signal to
assist soft handoff [13]. MSs use the pilot signals to initiate and
complete handoffs among other things. An active set refers to a
set of BSs to which an MS is connected at any given time. The
active set contains multiple BSs when the MS is in soft handoff
mode.

Suppose that the active set membership is based on the re-
ceived pilot signal power.2 The upper threshold is the pilot
signal level where qualifying BSs are added to the active set,
whereas the lower threshold determines when the BSs are
removed from the active set. The difference between and

is an indicator of how long a soft handoff will take on
average. This is graphically illustrated in Fig. 2. Considering an
MS that is traveling from BS to BS , the soft handoff region is
determined by imposed on BS and imposed on BS
. We determine the values of and by defining the

reference boundary and adding a fade margin to combat
the effect of shadow fading [14].

In this section, we introduce a hierarchical soft handoff
analysis similar to the analysis presented in [9] and [10], which
tracks a moving MS to observe its active set membership while
incorporating the spatial correlation property of shadow fading.
However, the previous studies are limited to single traveling

2CDMA cellular systems actually use the forward link E =I , the ratio of
the received pilot chip energy to total interference spectral density, to deter-
mine active set memberships. For the present, we will use received pilot signal
power instead, and in Section III-C illustrate the difference between these two
methods for determining active set membership in terms of their soft handoff
performance.

MS and may not be accurate when the interference is taken into
account. As previously mentioned, the introduction of micro-
cell(s) into a macrocell layer results in interference imbalance
which can impact the soft handoff decisions and performance.
A handoff analysis based on received pilot signal strength and
single MS only does not accurately depict the actual system
behavior. However, we realize that a comparable analysis that
includes multiple MSs while incorporating interference effects
is prohibitively complicated and computationally exhaustive.
Therefore, we introduce a new soft handoff analysis model
which allows us to study soft handoff performance in conjunc-
tion with interference performance, by integrating the results
obtained in our interference performance study. Our analysis
accurately depicts the handoff performance of hierarchical
systems, yet has the advantage of being computationally effi-
cient. We omit some detailed derivations of our analysis in the
following section, referring the reader to [9] and [10].

According to Gudmundson [15], log-normal shadowing can
be modeled as a Gaussian white noise process that is filtered
with a first-order low-pass filter

(23)

where

(24)

Then the correlation function of shadowing becomes

(25)

where and are the correlation parameters.
We now consider an MS traveling a certain path and study its

active set membership. Let be the active set membership
at epoch for the MS under consideration. Let be the
probability that BS is in active set at epoch

BS (26)

When contains more than two BSs, the MS connects to the
BS in the set which minimizes its transmit power, thereby lim-
iting interference. This means that the BS selection within the
set depends not only on the forward link received pilot strengths
but also the reverse link interference conditions. Let be
the BS in the active set that minimizes the MS transmit power.
Since is constantly being updated, the selection of
is based on the active set membership at epoch 1

BS

BS (27)

As mentioned before, CDMA systems measure the forward
link to determine the active set memberships. However,
for now we just use the received pilot signal strength. We also as-
sume that the BSs transmit their pilot signals with equal power.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS. MICROCELL LOAD (M ) IS FIXED AT 12 WHILE MACROCELL LOAD (N ) IS VARIED

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS. MACROCELL LOAD (N ) IS FIXED AT 12 WHILE MICROCELL LOAD (M ) IS VARIED

A BS is added to an MS’s active set when its path gain exceeds
its add threshold . Therefore, the probability that it will
be added to active set at epoch is

BS (28)

ABSisdroppedfromactivesetbyusingbothabsoluteandrelative
thresholds. First, the associated path gain must fall below the ab-
solute drop threshold . When it does, its gain is compared
to the largest path gain in the active set . When the difference
betweenthetwoexceedstherelativedropthreshold ,theBS
isdroppedfromtheactiveset.TherelativethresholdcausesaBSto
be dropped from the active set only when its link has deteriorated
far below the best link. This also ensures that active set contains
at least one candidate BS at all times. The probability that BS is
dropped from active set at epoch is

BS (29)

Finally

(30)

The main purpose of soft handoff is to ensure that the MS is
connected to the BS which minimizes its transmit power. There-
fore, a handoff error occurs when is not the best available
choice

(31)

Another measure of soft handoff efficiency is the average
number of BSs in active set at epoch ,

(32)

A smaller value of implies a lower infrastructure overhead
to support soft handoff.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A path loss exponent and shadow standard deviation
dB are used in the simulation. The radii of the macrocell

and microcell regions are set to 1500 and 100 m, respectively.
Other important simulation parameters include:

• ;
• m;
• MS velocity km/h;
• sampling period s;
• dB.

A. Interference Results

Tables I and II show the average CIR and interference per-
formance comparisons between our analytical and simulation
results. The microcell is placed at m and .
Table I contains the results for varying macrocell load , while
Table II shows the results when the microcell load is varied.
It is observed that our analytical and simulation results are in
very close agreement, for both CIR and . It is also seen
that the accuracy of our analytical results improves as the inter-
ference discrepancy between the layers increases (smaller ).
As expected, increasing the system load ( and ) results in a
decrease in system CIR performance since it causes the overall
interference to increase. Since the density of MSs in the micro-
cell is higher than the density of MSs in the macrocell by nature,
the microcell experiences a higher level of interference than the
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Fig. 3. Average CIR performance vs. microcell location.

Fig. 4. E[ ] versus microcell location.

macrocells. The indicate the degree of interference imbalance
between the hierarchical layers, and the obtained results agree
with our basic intuition; a larger microcell load increases the
interference imbalance (smaller ) while a smaller macrocell
load decreases the interference imbalance (larger ).

Figs. 3 and 4 show the effect of microcell location on the av-
erage CIR and interference performances. The results are ob-
tained by varying while is fixed at 3. Again, we ob-
serve that our analytical results are in close agreement with the
simulation results. Fig. 3 shows that the average CIR perfor-
mance varies insignificantly with changes in microcell location,
although it seems to benefit somewhat from diversity gain when
the microcell is located very close to a macrocell BS. Fig. 4
shows how the are affected by different microcell locations.

It is observed that the corresponding increase as the microcell
moves closer to a macrocell BS. This is expected since the level
of interlayer interference between the microcell and macrocell
increases as the microcell gets closer to a macrocell BS, which
in turn causes the macrocell interference to increase. Observe
from Fig. 4 that as increases decreases while and
increase.

B. Soft Handoff Results

We have shown in the previous section how various system
loads and microcell locations affect the interference condition
of hierarchical CDMA systems. The resulting interference im-
balance factors ( ) are important parameters in determining the
soft handoff performance since, along with the received pilot
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Fig. 5. Error performance of fixed handoff parameter assignment; N = 13 andM = 12.

signal strengths, they can be used to portray the system behavior
during soft handoff and provide information on how to improve
the handoff performance. We first examine a fixed parameter
handoff algorithm where the values of and are fixed
regardless of changing interference conditions. In fixed param-
eter assignment, and are determined by defining
at an equal distance location and assigning a fade margin of
8 dB3

dBW

dBW (33)

Fig. 5 shows the handoff error probability for fixed handoff
parameter assignment. The microcell is located at m
and . The analytical results are obtained using

while the simulation results are obtained using
actual . The figure shows the handoff error probability for
three traveling paths, all starting from BS 1 as shown in Fig. 1.
It is observed that our analytical and simulation results are
in good agreement. Fig. 5 also shows the handoff error prob-
ability for pilot strength based handoff algorithm [9], [10]
and shows how it grossly underestimates the actual handoff
error probability when interference levels are not uniform. By
incorporating our interference results, our model gives a far
more accurate performance analysis than the pilot strength
based handoff model. The handoff error probability is observed
to increase around the vicinity of physical cell boundaries. It is
also observed that the handoff error probability is significantly
higher between 1000 and 2000 m. This phenomenon is largely
due to our selection of and for BS 1 ( ). We
have set so that BS 1 is dropped from the active set
once the MS enters the microcell. However, with set to 8 dB
and with the effect of , BS 1 provides the best connection at
the 1000–2000 m region significant number of times, and that

3Other fade margins can be chosen.

is why one sees high values of . The handoff error
probability can be improved by relaxing to cover the
region, but that will definitely increase , thereby leading to
additional system resource requirements. However, the handoff
error depends on the microcell location as shown in Fig. 6.
The figure contains the error probability plots for path at
three different microcell locations. It is seen that the handoff
error probability decreases if is increased without changing

.
Now we examine the performance of dynamic handoff pa-

rameter assignment. In dynamic parameter assignment is
not fixed, but is dynamically updated as a function of the
to improve the handoff performance. The concept is similar to
that of “cell breathing” [16], [17], where a heavily loaded cell
shrinks its size to force handoffs and reduce interference. In our
case the objective is to control the microcell handoff region ac-
cording to given interference imbalance condition (as defined
by the ) to limit unnecessary overhead. This is accomplished
by defining at the equilibrium point , where

(34)

where is the distance between and BS . It is easily
observed that moves toward the microcell BS as

decreases, which reduces the microcell soft handoff region
accordingly. Fig. 7 compares the performance between fixed
and dynamic parameter assignment for path with the micro-
cell location at m and . While dynamic
handoff parameter assignment does not offer any significant
gain in handoff error probability, it provides a more efficient
handoff mechanism over fixed handoff parameter assignment
by reducing . Fixed handoff parameter assignment re-
quires a larger system overhead since it does not incorporate
the system interference information into its handoff decisions.
Dynamic handoff parameter assignment dynamically adjusts
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Fig. 6. Effect of microcell location on soft handoff performance; N = 13 andM = 12.

Fig. 7. Performance comparison between fixed and dynamic handoff parameter assignments; N = 13 andM = 12.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF FIXED AND DYNAMIC SOFT HANDOFF PARAMETER

ASSIGNMENT PERFORMANCES; N = 13 ANDM = 12

the microcell handoff region so that the system can prevent MSs
from being prematurely subjected to soft handoff. Table III

shows the average error probability and active set membership
for three specified MS paths. For all three paths, dynamic
handoff parameter assignment provides superior performance
in while slightly improving .

Figs. 8 and 9 compare the performance of fixed and
dynamic handoff parameter assignment as the system load
is varied. As we have observed in Figs. 3 and 4, increasing
the macrocell load increases the , while increasing the
microcell load reduces the . It is seen that stays
nearly uniform with various system loads for fixed handoff
parameter assignment while it changes according to changes
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Fig. 8. Effect of interference imbalance on soft handoff performance. Microcell load (M ) is fixed at 12 while macrocell load (N ) is varied.

Fig. 9. Effect of interference imbalance on soft handoff performance. Macrocell load (N ) is fixed at 12 while microcell load (M ) is varied.

in the for dynamic handoff parameter assignment. As
expected, a larger interference imbalance (lower ) causes
the microcell handoff region to shrink and thereby reducing

for dynamic handoff parameter assignment. The
average handoff error probabilities for both fixed and dynamic
handoff parameter assignments do not change significantly
with varying system load.

C. Ideal Handoff and Based Active Set Membership

We have made some simplifying assumptions regarding soft
handoff and its active set membership in our analysis. In this
section, we examine the validity of our assumptions by com-
paring our results with the results obtained without some of
these assumptions.
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Fig. 10. Error performance comparison between our soft handoff assumption and ideal soft handoff; N = 13 andM = 12.

Fig. 11. Handoff overhead comparison between our soft handoff assumption and ideal soft handoff; N = 13 andM = 12.

In Section II-A, we assumed that an MS connects to the BS
that provides the most robust path gain according to (5). How-
ever, during ideal soft handoff, an MS connects to the BS which
minimizes its transmit power according to (7). Figs. 10 and 11
compare the handoff error and the active set membership per-
formance between our handoff analysis based on (5) and ideal
soft handoff based on (7). There is no significant performance
difference between the two approaches. Also, dynamic handoff
parameter assignment yields a more efficient handoff mecha-
nism than fixed handoff parameter assignment in either case.

In Section II-B, we used the forward link received pilot signal
power to determine active set memberships, while practical
CDMA systems use forward link measurements instead.
We now examine the difference between these two approaches.

Let be the total forward transmit power from BS ,
including its pilot power. Then, for an MS located at

(35)

There are two main difficulties when incorporating into
our analysis. First, it is difficult to model the behavior
mathematically. A power controlled forward link is harder to
model than its reverse link counterpart, especially with open
loop power control. Second, the total forward transmit power
from each BS depends on the number of MSs served
by that BS including the MSs in soft handoff. Once again, our
system model in Fig. 1 introduces interference imbalance on the
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Fig. 12. Error performance comparison between pilot-strength and E =I based active set membership; N = 13 and M = 12.

Fig. 13. Handoff overhead comparison between pilot-strength and E =I based active set membership; N = 13 and M = 12.

forward link due to the presence of the microcell. This interfer-
ence imbalance will impact the received from each BS.

Figs. 12 and 13 compare the pilot signal power and
methods for determining active set membership, in terms of the
handoff error probability and average number of BSs in active
set. These based results are obtained by assuming that

is the same for all BSs in the system (although this is an
approximation). There are some significant differences in per-
formance between received pilot power and -based active
set memberships. In particular, the method requires much
less overhead for a comparable handoff error performance. The
observation may be attributed to the fact that follows a
slope up to and has angular dependency. In either case,
however, dynamic handoff parameter assignment yields a more
efficient handoff mechanism than fixed handoff parameter as-
signment.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a new soft handoff analysis model for
hierarchical CDMA systems. The model is constructed by
first characterizing the interference imbalance in hierarchical
CDMA deployments. The results are then applied to an MS
tracking handoff model to obtain soft handoff performance
measures such as handoff error probability and active set mem-
bership. It has been shown that our methodology (that considers
reverse link interference imbalance) is superior to handoff anal-
ysis methods that rely on received pilot signal power only.
We also showed that dynamic handoff parameter assignment,
where handoff parameters are dynamically adjusted in response
to the interference imbalance, yields a more efficient handoff
mechanism than fixed handoff parameter assignment.

No handoff analysis method is perfect, including ours. In re-
ality, soft handoff performance will depend on many factors,
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including the particular set of time-variant channel impulse re-
sponses for every forward and reverse link in the entire system,
the type of diversity that is employed (e.g., RAKE combining
on the forward link and selection diversity on the reverse link),
the spreading codes used, and synchronous versus asynchronous
network operation. It will also depend on the particular algo-
rithms used for receiver synchronization, channel and CIR esti-
mation, power control algorithms, and many other factors. Nev-
ertheless we have provided a reasonably simple soft handoff
analysis for hierarchical CDMA systems where interference im-
balance among cells can affect the system performance.
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